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To the Editor: 

This is just a brief note in response to a brief note written by John 
Schwartz in the October 1983 Analyst. John wondered about the best way 
to circle the bases. His question rang a bell. I recalled seeing some 
data on it once upon a time, but I couldn't remember where. Finally, I 
remembered. The data I remembered were used as an example in a statistics 
textbook on nonparametric statistics. It took me a while to rediscover the 
book, but here is the information. 

The study was performed by Woody Woodward in 1970 as part of a Masters Thesis 
from Florida State Uni versi ty. Incidentally,. that same year Woodward had 
8 doubles and 3 triples for the Reds; all opportunities to put his research 
into practice. He compared three methods of rounding first base illustrated 
in the figure below. The fastest method appeared to be the "wide ang1e ll 

method which is represented with the solid, smooth curve. The next best 
was the "narrow angle" method represented with the asterisks. The worst 
method was the IIround out II method pictured with the diamonds in the figure. 

Charles Hofacker 

A NEW MEASURE OF GREATNESS 
- ~y Daniel Greenia 

Throwaway computers' and three-page-long formulas. There I s a 
much easier way to measure a player's greatness: column inches! 
Using only the 1984 Baseball Register and a ruler I've discovered 
which active players are most likely to make the Hall of Fame. 

Tl?e list: 
R. Jackson 13-3/4 
P. Rose 13-1/4 
J. Morgan 12-1/4 
J. Bench 11 
Campaneris 10-3/4 
Yastrzemski 10-1/4 
N. Ryan 10-1/4 

S. Carlton 
J. Palmer 
M. Schmidt 
G. Nettles 
T. 
R. 

Perez 
Fingers 

D. Lopes 

9-3/4 
9-3/4 
9-3/4 
9-1/2 
9-1/2 
9-1/2 
9-1/2 

S. Garvey 
J. Kaat 
G. Brett 
R. 
G. 
T. 

Carew 
Perry 
John 

9-1/4 
9-1/4 
9-1/4 
9-1/4 
9 
9 

2 Simplistic? Beautifully so. Baseball analysis? Well, more 
freak show. Accurate Hall of Fame predictor? I'll bet at least 
18 of these 20 are in by the time I'm Rick Ferrell's age. 
(Note: One page = 8 inches.) 
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NA 1''':; vs" AARON: A NEW LOOK 

By Bill Deane 

Who was the greater ballplayer: Willie Mays or Henry Aaron? It is a question 
we have heard discussed dozens of times. 

Since I didn't see either one of them in their primes, I usually just politely 
nod when the subject comes up, and others recount some of Mays' sensational catches 
and Aaron's dramatic home runs. Growing up in New York state, I have found that the 
majority of fans I have listened to believe that Mays was unquestionably the better 
of the two, defending their choice with almost religious zeal. Aaron's supporters 
seem less emotional about the subject, a contrast that mirrors the difference of 
styles between the flamboyant Mays and the low-key Aaron. 

Bob Uecker, in a rare serious passage of his book, The Catcher in the Wry, 
called Aaron "the most underrated player of my time,;·and his. II Uecker cites three 
reasons why Aaron seldom got the recognition he deserved: 11(1) He didn't play in 
New York or Los Angeles; (2) he was too predictable, meaning that most years he 
would get his forty homers, drive in a hundred runs and hit .320 ••• no surprises 
here; (3) he lacked showmanship. His cap didn't fly off when he caught a fly ball, 
and after a game you "never saw him eat twenty hot dogs and wash them down with a -
six-pack of beer." 

The cold statistics, which aTe all I have to rely on, seem to support Uecker's 
endorsement. Aaron had roughly 500 more hits, 100 more home runs, ,and 400 more runs 
batted in (to be exact, 488, 95 and 394, respectively). My interpretation of thts 
was that, while both were outstanding players, Aaron must have maintained a higher 
level of achievement for a longer period of time. To test this theory, I did a 
study in which I assigned arbitrary guidelines to define a "productive ll season ( 20 
HR, 80 RBI, .280 Avg.), a "star" season (30-100-.300), and a "superstar" season 
(40-120-.320). The results: 

CATEGORY AARON }"~YS 

PRODUCTIVE 
20 HR SEASONS 20 17 
80 RBI SEASONS 18 14 
.280 SEASONS 18 16 
ONE OF THREE 21 18 
'IWO OF THREE 18 15 
ALL THREE 17 14 

STAR 
301m SEASONS 15 11 
100 RBI SEASONS 11 10 
.300 SEASONS 14 10 
ONE OF THREE 18 13 
TWO OF THREE 15 11 
ALL THREE 7 7 

SUPERS'l'AR 
40 HR SEASONS 8 6 
120 RBI SEASONS 7 3 
.320 SEASONS 8 3 
ONE OF THREE 13 8 
TlvO OF TllliEE 8 4 
ALL THREE 2 0 
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Some observers maintain that Aaron also held the edge in the intangible asset 
of "killer instinct", a contention substantiated by comparing the post-season records 
of the t\-IO players •. Hays, in 25 post-season games, ha.d a .247 batting average and 
a meaeer .337 slugging percentage, with just one home run. and 10 UBI. Aaron, in 
17 fall contests, slugged. 6 horne runs, knocked in 16 runs, batted .362, and had an 
awesome .. 710 slugging mark. 

'1'hese facts, it would seem, shift the,. burden of proof to the hays supporters" 

One category in \olhich Eays ou l;shines Aaron is stolen bases, but not by a:::; IIluch 
as one might think: J:lays stole 338 bases, Aaron 240. JYiays had a high success ratio 
('ni~), but so did Aaron. Hank led the 1'1.L. in :::;13 percentage in 1963 (31 thefts, 5 
caucht stealin;;, 86.1 :,~), 1~G6 (21-" n·I.5~6), and '196H (28-5, t34.S%). 

But the two arguments I hear most in J'lays I behalf are (1) J·.ays was the f'ar-su!J
erior outfieloer, perhalls the best in history, and (2) Aaron had the advantage of 
playing in the home run haven of Atlanta, while t-lays battled the niehtmarish \Olinds 
of Candlestick lark. 1 set out to examine the validity of these two arguments. 

AHGm-i1~Wr on;:::: l)El~glJG.i!;. First. r-1 -took··the Baseball- Encyclopedia- and went through' 
the year-by-year outfield"statistics of each player. IHle first thing .r noticed was 
that the stats do not support anyone's claim of Hays as the best ever. In 22 years, 
he led the league only once each in putouts and assists, and never led in fielding 
averaGe. 

Aaron played in rieht field for the bulk of his career, so he obviously didn't 
have as much opportunity for putouts as center fielder J.Jays; but Aaron did top all 
leaeue rir,ht fielders in llUtouts five times. He had. nine or more assists for 1) 
consecutive seasons, but never led the league in that category; nor did he ever 
lead in fielding- average" 

iays led center fielders three times each in assists and errors.. Aaron led 
ritS'ht fielders in errors tvlice. 

The bottom lines: !·Iayn, in 2843 outfield c;ames, had 7095 l1U touts, 1;15 ass is ts t 
141 errors, and a .981 fielding averae;e. Aaron, in 2760 games, hud 5539 putouts, 
201 aSSists, 117 errors, and a .980 averaGe. Aaron compares well in every category 
excellt putouts, \,here Jilays I average of 24~G more putouts per grune is chiei'1y attrib
u table to the differences of posi tions (al thoue;h, in fairness, it mus t be said that 

. center field is certainly the more important position). 

Interesting-ly, \.,hen Aaron was shifted to center field for one full season (1:;61), 
the s ta ts of the tvlO players \Olere very similar. i-,ays, in 153 games, had 3C55 ['u tou ts, 
7 ass. sts, 8 errors and a .980 J?A. Aaron, in 154 games, had Yt7 putouts, 13 aSSists, 
7 errors and a .. 982 l~A. 

AllGIH8W1' 'll\·iO: I!Or'il'~ i"IEf,!) ADVAWJ:AG}·;. .b'or this one, ,J: went throlleh year-by-year 
lea~.:ue home and auay homer records.. '1'he results were some\,ha t surprisine (see next 
page). 

It is certainly true that Aaron's nine yea.rs in Atlanta helped his home rUli 
totals. hut, 110\, come uobody mentions hOH much his sixte3n seasons ill l:lih/aukee 
hurt his homer totals-- so mnch so tha,t it virtnaIJy nulfHies the Atlanta effect':-

And, if Ca.ndles tick dras tically reduc ed j\'\ays I home run s ta ts, it c ertainl y 
iSH t t evident from this chart. In only four of his 14 seasons there did he hit Blore 
hOnIe runs on the road than at home. 

And here's the kicker. I took the tvlenty seasons (1~j5t1-73) that both AarOll 
and :;a~ls vlere active in the major leagues; I subtracted all home runs that either 
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player hit in his ovm park, AnD those he hit in the other player's park, making it 
as even a comparison as possible. The result: Aaron, 315 homers; Nays, 215 homers./:,'. 

None of this will change the minds of any staunch Nays supporters, but it might: 
at least send them looking for new arguments. 

IllulK AAllON vs i-lILLIE NAYS: Career Home/Road Home Run Breakdowns 

HAYS AlI.RON 
TZAR HONE HOAD HONE ROAD TOTALS HOI·IE ROAD 

1951 13 7 
1952 2 2 
1953 (Eilitary) 

Mays-}'olo Grounds (1951-57) 94 93 
-Candlestick (1958-71) 234 225 
-Shea Stadium (1972-73) 2 2 

1954 20 21 1 12 -TOTAL ill E2. 
1955 22 29 14 13 

1956 20 16 15 11 Aaron-Milwaukee (1954-65) 185 213 
1951 17 18 18 26 
1958 16 13 10 20 

-Atlanta (1966-74) 190 145 
-Hilwaukee (1975-76) 10 12 

1959 16 18 20 19 -TOTAL 385 370 
1960 12 11 21 19 

1961 21 19 19 15 
1962 28 21 18 27 
1963 20 18 19 25 
1964 25 22 11 13 
1965 24 28 19 13 

1966 16 21 21 23 
1967 13 9 23 16 
1968 12 11 17 12 
1969 7 6 21 23 
1970 15 13 23 15 

1911 q 9 31 16 
1972 3 5 19 15 
1973 4 2 24 16 
1974 - 11 9 
1975 4 8 
1976 6 4 

****************************************** 
NOTE: in the December 1983 issue of Baseball Analyst, I did a piece analyzing pit

chers t "Tinning percentages, and introducing II Pi tcher Performance Percentage II , 
"Ihose formula was: 

PPP = .500 + [pitcher's Pct. - Team Pet.' 
2(1.000 - Team Pct.) :J 

Since my chart rated the best pitchers in this categoryt and only three of 
the 64 200-game winners in this century had lower win percentages '~han those 
of their teams, I omitted the converse of my formula, whieh is ONLY FOR PIT
CHERS \VITII LO\>/ER WIN" PEHCENTAGES T}IAN THEIR TEhl'1S. Since at least one reader 
spotted this omission, here is the IIConverse-PPI)!! formula: 

Con s (r"1-"') = 500 _ [Team Pet. - Pi teher's Pet.' 
ver e .1 -. 2(,Team Pct.) :J 

* ~- * * * ,*. * * ~. -l(. .ll- * * ~. -l(. * -l(. * * ~. * * * * * * -!C. * ~. * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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THE 3EST PIELDItIG TIIIRD BASE~IEN SINCE 1925 

Dan Finkle 

In a previous article I showed so~e ~easures for the best fielding 
second base~en since 1925. This tl~e we'll ta' J a look at third base~en. 
The resul ts are very different. One aecond base~an, 8i 11 l~azeroski. 
stood above the rest like a photo of Gene Conley next to Fred Patek; 
no one third base~an excells in the sa~e way. On all the various ~easures 
of \lest fielding second base~en only one currently active player, Nanny 
Trillo, appeared; but the third base~en's listings are do~inated by 
players in the 1983 box scores. 

The Jielding Index (FI) uses all the rieldin~ infornation avail
able in the Baseball Guide. Chances per game is the runda~ental concept 
but corrections are ~ade for differences in the pi tchin~ talents of each 
tea~. The PI for third basemen has four components: Fly =all Index, 
Ranae Index, Double Play Index, and ioJisplay. Index. 

rhe Fly gall Index is not used in the PI for either second base~en 
or shortstops because standard statistics do not enable us to separate 
putouts 'IIade at the base fro~ fly ball putouts. Fly ball putouts are a 
legiti~ate 'IIeasure of fielding skill; putouts at the base, ~ith the 
exception of the pivot on the double play, are usually ~outine perfor
~ances requiring no skill at the pouition. Skill at the double play 
pivot is 'IIeasured in the Double Play Index. Putouts at the base are 
rare occurences at third base as compared to second hase because the 
routine force play does not occur at third base. So the ~ly Ball Index 
for third base~en is mostly line drives and pop fIles, p.ood tests of 
fielding skill. 

The PI is calculated for performers with at least 100 games at 
the fielding posi tion. Players are compared to the average for the . 
league and year. In ~hat way, cO'llparisons among years ~ay legitimately 
be made. One tacit assumption is made: That overall performance fro~ 
year to year is the same. Although that assu~ptton is not exact, it 
appears to be sufficiently ~alid and in consonance with theaccuracy of 
other data and assu'llptions used in calculatinl! the Fl. ~/hen comparisona 
are made over a player's entire career, as in this report, the possiblu 
inaccuracies beco~e neglir,ible. 

To identify the best fieiding third base~en we will lOOK at 
perfornance over four, eight, and twelve consecutive years -- wher~ 

consecutive 'IIea~s years perfor'llin~ as a rep.ular, not necessarily 

-, .. j 

consecutive calendar years. 
Four years does not a·career ~ake. But a look at nerfornance 

over four years can give us the picture of great perforners at the peak 
of their careers. 

BEST FIELDIlm THIRD BASEI1Etl FOUR CONSECUTIVE YEA.RS 

Bell 1978 - 81 1.195 
C. Boyer 1961 -64 1.165 
Robinson 1966 - ;;9 1 .151 
Schmidt 1974- -77 1.146 
llettles 1970 - 73 1.1 '59 

Gus Bell's baby boy, Buddy Bell, leads the group by a considerable 
~argln. Notably, three of the top five bests were in the seventies, and 
the players are still active today. 

Before lookin~ further into the dominance of todaJ's thir1 base~en 
as fielding leaders, let's look at the best fielding third b~se'llen ~or 

an eight year span. Since 1925 fort.y six 'Iten. excludinl! those currentl:1 
active, have been regulars at third base for at least fi~e years. 'j~he 

average career length for those is 8.2 years. Ei~ht yeara may, therefore, 
be an ideal ~easuring period.to identify the best. 

BEST FIELDnlG THIRD EASEi·1EiI EIGIlr COIISECUl'IV::: "!2.\~S 

Bell 1975 - 32 1.13') 
Schmidt 1<)74 - 51 1.128 
C. :Sayer 1<;161 - 70 1.123 
Robinson 1962 - 09 1.118 
nettles 1970 - 77 1.112 

The sa'lle names appear, order st)'IIewhat changed. 'rhe differences 
in their FI ratinp,s are small. 

The fielders rated just below these cO'lle fro'll earlier eras: 
Ron Santo of the aixties; Ken Keltner of the forties; Art ~jhi tney. 
Harland Clift, and loIerril i-lay of the thirties: and Pie 'rraynor and ~:t llie 
Kam~ of the twenties. 

In considertn/; the :C1eldln~ ski 11 do~inal\ce of current-dav tht rd 
hase'llen, I speculated that the strateldes of the I~a'lle had c!\anl!ed in 
recent years to lead to ~ore ooportuni ties for chances at the hot corner. 
.\lternatively, I wondered if the spectacular divine: stopa \1e t1ss.)clate 



with 6rooks Robinson and others, plays that have beco'11e '11ore visible 
00 because of the 'IIarvels of TV replay, could represent a new style and 

skill a'llong third base~en. 
ro test these hypotheses I counted thr cercenta~e of putouts, 

assists, dcuble plays, and errors 'IIade by third base'11en. shortstops, 
and second basemen in the two '11ajor lea!,!ues for the seven co~plete or 
partial decades Iro'J1 1925 to 1982. The results do not see~ to support 
the hypotheses. 

, .. -.- -"=~~='~:r}'-BL~~ "~.~:i".~. :.:=~~" 
·-=-3c; -=-:- ... -THI"iD =BM-E~M E(N -=~=. 

----_._._----------
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v .. ". . .. -.. --",.,.- -- -. - _. __ . _ ... _____ ._ 
·2 ':20 .. -............. _ .. --.-.... -- .--.-- _ 

.. ~ -.-.. ~~~O._. __ .. __ _ 

_Jii-L~::~::-=_:: --- -~~~~ 
-·1-'14 .. --.-------. 
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... ~ 12 
.. d, 
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Table 1 io a SU'J1'11ar,'! of the results. Assists ran~ed fr0'D a low 
of 23% in the 20's and 30's to a hir(h of 26,. in the 50'n ann (iO'o. 

I I, I. 

-rhese gains '!lere '11ade at the expense of second base'11en, whose portion 
dropped as third base assists incr~ased. The shortstop portion re'11ained 
relatively stable. 

The percentage of putouts at third base has been fallinn since 
the 50's. At second base the percentage of putouts increased. The 
proportion of double pla~/s has re'11ained stable. 

'fhe proportion of third base'llen IS errors has been shar'Oly Increas
in~. Rather than confir'11, these facts see'11 to controvert the hypotheses. 

I a'11 left with the conclusion that the predo'11inance 0f rrreat 
fielders in the current ~roup of third base'llen is t.hat. we ~re in a 
golden era of third base'11en. It see'11S 'IIore a '11ystical than a statistical 
conclusion, but one analol[y occurs tO'11e that Iftay be supporti'/e.· Look 
at the great first base'11en of the thirties. On anybody's list Gehr!;., 
Foxx. and Greenberg have to be ranked R'110nq the top five first base~en 
of all ti'11e -- and they were ccnte'11porar,'/. j~dd to the'11 Ter"!::; and 
Botto'11ley and you have !tve of the ei~ht first base'11en in the lIall of 
Fa'11e, all active in the sa'11e years. 

1''11 willin~ to leave it at that and enjoy it. F~lks. ~e are living 
in the era of great third base'11en and we 'Day never see the like again. 

llow let's look at fielding perior'11ance over twel-:e years to give . 
greater e'11phasis to longevity of talen~. 

BEST F1ELDnIG 'rl1IRD TIII.SE:·1BU T':IElVE COUSEClrnVS :Y5A.RS 

Robinson 
Nettles 
Santo 
Hathews 
Bando 

1~60 - 71 
1970 52 
1961 -72 
195"- - 6'5 
1968 - ;9 

1.105 
1.085 
1.075 
1.007 

.958 

This is a very different list than that for four and eiy,ht 1enrs.· 
Reither Buddy Bell nor Hike Sch'llidt had played for twelve years by t·"·Q2 • 

When and if they do, they are likely to enter th13 select F,roup. 0l~tq 

Boyer had only ei,;ht .vears as a regular at third base. Eddie Hathew3 and 
Sal Bando appear on this list not because o! elCcentional fieldinp; 31<i11 
but because of their len~evity. 

I t turns out that a nU'Dber of v,ood fleldinp; third base~en had 
eleven but not twelve :lcars as reJ!:ulars. If we had chosen eleven yearo 
as the 'IIeasure, the top three -lieuid re'llain in the sa'11e order. Replucin~ 

:·lnthews and Bando would be stan !tacit and I1nrland Clift. Nathews fall:! to 
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'rhis group is dO'llinated hy players fro'll the twenties and thirties. 

Another look at Table 1 will show why the Fly Ball Index is hi~her for 
playe~s fro'll an earlier era. I would be interested if SO'Deone could 
explain !1hat chan{!,es in the 1'oMat of the galJle have produced this re!lult. 

TI!IRD BASEi1EN ~IITH BES'!' HANGE INDEX 

.?our Consecutive Years Eight Consecutive Y~ars 

2e11 .642 SchlJlidt .60g 
Sch'Didt .616 Eell .600 
Nettles .608 lie ttles .582 
Santo .594 Santo .577 
C. ;:layer .589 Rodri~uez .560 

Third base~en who are stl11 active players lead in the Ran~e 
Index. CO'Dbined, the Fly SaIl Index and Ran~e Index are a ~eneral 
'Deasure of fielding 1JI0bil1t:l. 'rhree na'JIes appear on both lists: Buddy 
Bell on the four and eisht year list of both 'Deasures, :lon :3anto, and 
Clete Coyer. It. nc','1 na'JIe, Aurelio ~odri~uez. has not appeared orev1.ously 
but he is ninth on the list of best fieldinq third hase~en. 

THIRD EAS£:i·l11: '11I'f!! BgST DOllEI..E PLAY I;IDEX 
~our Consecutive Years Ei~ht Consecutive Years 

C. Eoyer .141 SchlJlidt .129 
Sch'1lidt t"" . ,~ Robinson .126 
Robinson .1 '32 C. !10yer .12'3 
Keltner .128 Keltner .116 
nettles • t 24 Nettlen .115 

Ken Keltner was the standout fielder of the forties. He not only 
ranks high in double play skills but also eighth, ninth, or tenth in fly 

ball and ranp.e indices. lie is the neventh best fielding Lhlrd base'JIan. 

'fllIHD FASEi·IEIl ''/T':m BiID'i' ;'IIS1'1:\Y r:IDEX 

:~our Consecu ti ve Years 

Robinson 
Keltner 
Ka'Il'JI 
':ih1 tney 
Bell 

.25R 

.251 

.244 

.2'3g 

Ei!!ht Consecutive Years 

!lobinscn .242 
(:e 1 tner .2'34 
Ka'1l'll .2'31 
;ihi :ney .22'3 
G. ~oyer .215 
Rodri?;uez .215 

: : .', I 

ei~hth on the eleven year list, Bando to tenth. 
Players with the longest careers as third base rep,ulars are 

Brooks Robinson 17, Eddie Mathews 15, and Ed Yost, not an outstandin~ 

fielder, 14. 
Putting these data together I have calculated. as I did with 

second base~en. an index of best fieldin~ third base'Den considerin~ 
both longevity and hi~h Fl. 

BEST FIELDING rl!IRD '!:ASEHErl 

Robinson 
lIettles 

Santo 
Bell 
SchlJlidt 

1.12'3 
1.112 
1.10'5 
1.098 
1 .Ofl.t 

This result confi~s the conventional wlsdo~. Brooks 10binoon 

is the greatest fielding third base'llan 12 lli!.~. The three pla,/ers 
on this list who are still active 'IIay yet prove even ~re~ter as fielders 

than ~!r. Robinson. 
The appearance of Ron :3anto on the Ust ~ay surprise sO'JIe !'!lO 

thought of hi'll primarily as a fine hitter. In IJIY earlier disctlssiO:)ll of 
second baselJlen I gave a cr., of an!ntiah at ignoring Pill j'iazer':'slti in the 
lIall of FalJle. The case for Ron Santo can be lJIade on the hasis of not 
only his outstanding fielding but also his exceptional offenai.e abilities 
I think there are three players whose absence fro'll the :la11 of ~a'JIe is 

startling, based not on the need for recognition of t'ieldiny. that I 
argued before, but ai'JIoly based on the present (unwritten) rules for 

choosing hall of fa'JIers. TI10 are 1'alJliliar to 'II0S1: cormc3centi: Arky 
Vaughan and Ernie Lo~bardi. I su~gest that the sa.'JIe I,ind of case calt ~!! 

'!lade for Ron Santo. 
The next step in considering the rieldin~ perfo~ance of thirc 

base'llen is to look at each factor index. 

TIIIHD BASEj·IEIi ~'iITH nEST FLY BALL IlID!':X 

Four Consecutive Years Ei~ht Consecutive 

'fraynor 
Ka'JI'JI 
lihi tney 
Dell 
Clift 
Santo 

.276 

.26') 

.252 

.2'3'3 

.234 

.234 

continued on page 20 

Traynor 
Ka'll'JI 
\'Ihi tney 
nell ' 
C. Boyer 

Year::: 
.26·~ 
.24':) 
.2"5~ 
.227 
.227 



Statistical Procedures for Baseball Research I: 
Correlation and Simple Regression 

Charles Pavitt and Elaine M. Gilby 

In the most recent issue of the Baseball Analyst, Dick 
O~Brien presents some suggestive evidence that number of double 
plays has no relationship to the amount of ·runs a team gives up_ 
However, as he presents no direct evidence that the two measures 
are associated, his evidence can at best be regarded as 
circumstantial. At the end of the article, he asks rhetorically 
how else one would IIput to rest for all time the myth of the 
importance of the double play." The goal of this article is to 
show just how one would do this. We will discuss two basic 
methods for relating two quantities ("variables"), ~a~~s~Aiian 
and ~insac cegcessian. 

Correlation is a measure of the association between two 
variables; in other words, the degree to which they IIgo 
together". Consider the following two columns of imaginary 
fielding statistics, with fielding percentage defined normally: 

Player Assists Pct. 
A 400 .980 
B 375 .960 
C 350 .940 
D 325 .920 
E 300 .900 

Note, for a start, that as one column increases. the other 
does likewise; we call this a positive correlation. Further, 
each increase of 25 assists corresponds to a .02 increase in 
fielding percentage. Thus, the correlation or association 
between the two variables is perfect, and we could conclude, for 
example, that assists measures fielding percentage unerringly. 
We shall represent this association with the number +1.0. Next, 
consider these columns with percentage redefined as errors 
divided by chances: 
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Player 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Assists 
40e 
375 
350 
325 
300 

Pct. 
.020 
.049 
.060 
.080 
• 100 

In this case, as assists increase by 25 points, error 
percentage cecceases by .02. This is still a. perfect 
correlation, but a negati~e one,represented as -1.0. Of course, 
fielding percentage and error percentage are opposites, so this 
resu 1 tis no surpr' i se. The poi n tis that the si.g.o of a 
correlation in this type of situation is the result of the way in 
which the columns ar'e defined. Here, it is the .ds.g~ss of 
association, whether positive or negative, which is of interest. 
Finally, consider this last pair of columns: 
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Player Assists RBI 
A 400 75 
B 375 95 
C 350 85 
D 325 90 
E 300 80 

There is no association between assist, and RBI, the l"atter 
does not measure the former, and the relationship can be 
represented by the number 0. 

Thus, the correlation coefficient is a measure of the 
association between two variables, with a range of +1.0 to -1.0. 
I n rea 1 life, corre 1 a ti ons wi 11 never be perfec t , un 1 ess two 
alternative measures of the same thing (such as fielding and 
error percentages) are mistaKenly related. Any correlation more 
extreme than +/-.7 must be considered very strong, enough so that 
the two variables are indistinguishable for most practical 
purposes. Any correlation greater than +/-.3 can be quite 
usefu 1 • 

The degree of usefulness can be determined by squaring the 
coefficient. This figure represents the extent to which the two 
variables overlap. Consider Diagrams 1 through 4 at the end of 
this paper. Imagine that each circle represents the "spaceK 
taKen up by variables A and B. We call this space the variable's 
~acLance (amount of dispersion of scores around the variable's 
mean value), and the square of the correlation measures the 
amount of variance in each variable lIaccounted for" by the other 
[ll. Diagram 1 represents a correlation of 0; there is no 
overlap between the spaces of A and B. In Diagram 2, the 
variances totally overlap; the correlation is either + or -1.0, 
and its square is +1.0 in either case. Diagram 3 represents a 
correlation of about +/-.7; its square is about +.5, so each 
variable accounts for half of each other's variance. Diagram 4 
represents a cor-relation of about +/-.3, which means an overlap 
of about .1. This may not seem liKe much, but with all the many 
factors which may affect anyone variable (thinK of everything 
that can affect the outcome of a baseball game), a consistent 
relationship of this size can be quite meaningful. 

Three more points before moving on. First, as in any 
sta+istical procedure, the correlation coefficient based on any 
sample is only an estimate of the degree to which the variables 
are ~ctually associated. This estimate will always be in error. 
LucKlly, the degree to which it is in error decreases as the size 
of the sample it is based on increases. Second, always remember 
that a correlation can only represent a linear relationship 
between variables. If, hypothetically, we expect number of 
errors to be greater for fielders with the least number of 
chances (showing lacK of skill) and ior fielders with the most 
number of chances (showing great aggressiveness) than for 
fielders with an intermediate number of chances," the correlation 
aoefficient is unable to represent this curvilinear relationship. 
Third, high correlations between variables can be spll~iDllS. In 
other words, their relationship is artifically inflated due to 
the effect of a third var-iable. For example, the number of 
successful stolen bases and the number of times caught stealing 
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will be spuriously correl&ted due to the fact th&t 
increase as the number of attempted steals goes up. 
underscores the importance of expressing.statistics in 
form. 

they both 
This fact 
percen tage. 

The follOWing is an example showing ~he use and computation 
of the most popular measure of association, the Pearson product
moment correlation. Imagine that we have reason to bel ieve that 
a pitcher's earned run average is'associated with the ratio 
between his total stri~eouts and total wal~s in a given year. To 
explore this hypothesis, we choose a sample of ten N&tional 
League pitchers and their 1982 statistics. The sample and 
statistics can be found in the accompanying table, with the 
columns mar~ed X and Y. In order to calculate the correlation 
coeffiCient, we must (1) sum these columns, (2) square each 
individual SO/BB ratio and ERA and sum these squares (columns 3 
and 4), and (3) multiply each pitcher's SO/BB ratio and ERA and 
sum these "cross-products". The results are then plugged into 
the following formula: 

NtXY - (IX) (l:Y) 

vNIX2 - (IX>VNI.Y2. - (I'y):z. 

with N equalling sample size. Steps in the corrlputation are shown 
in the table. The resulting correlation (-.82) is extremely 
high, and strongly supports the hypothesis (remember as ERA goes 
down, SO/BB should rise) [2J. 

Note exactly what we have done. We have shown that SO/BB is 
strongly associated with ERA. We have nCL shown that the former 
.c.auses the latter;. from the coefficient itself, we could just as 
soon conclude that the latter causes the former, or that a third 
variable (for example, the ratio of stri~es and balls) causes 
both. Any causal claims must be based on arguments independent 
of statistics, although statistics can and should be used as 
evidence for them. 

Let us continue, however, by claiming that SO/BB causes ERA, 
or at least is logically prior. We then wish to determine 
whether we can predict the pitcher's ERA using his SO/BB ratio. 
A second statistical technique closely related to correlation can 
be used for this prediction. This technique is called simple 
regression. The goal of simple regression is to deduce a formula 
which gives us the best possible estimate of a variable Y, given 
an as,ociated variable X. Now, many possible interpretations of 
"best" can be proposed; the one universally adopted is that the 
mean of the squared differences between the equation and the 
actual scores is minimized. Consider Diagram 5 of our sample. 
The predictor is always on the horizontal axis, the to-be
predicted on the vertical. The points lie at the intersection of 
each of our sample's ERA and SO/BB. The long line represents 
that equation which comes closest to the points, given our 
definition of best estimate. This line can be represented by the 
following formula: 

Y = a + bX 
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whe~e Y equals ·ERA, X equals SO/BB, a equals the line~s 
"inte~cept" (the value of Y whe~e X equals 0), and b equals the 
line~s "slope" (the numbe~ of units of change in Y, given a one 
unit change in X). The slope is the coefficient necessa~y fo~ 
p~edicting Y f~om X. The lines between the points and the 
~e9~ession line a~e the e~~o~s in the p~ediction of sco~es f~om 
the equation. The means of thei~ squa~ed ve~tical distance is 
smalle~ than fo~ any othe~ line. 

Let us now compute the slope of the ~eg~ession line which 
best fits ou~ data. The equation is as follows: 

N :IXY - (1: X) ('X Y) 
N ~Xl - (~x)20 

Note the simila~ity between the equations fo~ co~~elation and 
simple ~eg~ession; the nume~ato~s a~e identical, the denominato~ 
of the latte~ is half of the fo~me~, additionally without the 
squa~e ~oot. Th~t half ~etained must be fo~ the p~edicto~ 
va~iable, not the p~edicted. Plugging in the numbe~s f~om the 
thi~d step of the ea~lie~ computation: 

-57.26 
59.35 

yields a slope of -.96. Thus, fo~ eve~y inc~ease of 1 in SO/BB, 
ERA in our sample is best predicted as dec~easing by .96 [3l. 

TQ use the slope fo~ prediction, we adopt a method which 
ntransfo~ms" the sco~es so tthat the ~egression line moves 
ve~tically to the point whe~e the inte~cept equals zero. We 
first calculate the mean fo~ each variable (ERA = 3.80, SO/BB = 
2.25). By definition, the reg~ession line will always pass 
through the point ~ep~esenting the inte~section of these means. 
We can then predict a case~s Y sco~e using the following fo~mulag 

mean of Y + (slope)(X fo~ case - mean of X) 

For p~edi c t i ng pi tcher' of sERA, th is wou 1 d be 

mean ERA + (slope)(pitche~ofs SO/BB - mean SO/BB) 

For S eve Rogers, we would plug in 

3.80 + (-.96)(2.75 - 2.25) = 3.32 

which is what his ERA would have been predicted to be. Thus, the 
equation overestimated Roge~s~ ERA by .92. For Steve Ca~lton, we 
replace 2.75 with his SO/BS ~atio (3.32) and obtain 2.77. In 
this case, the equation unde~estimated Capt ton~s ERA by .33 [4J. 

Let us w~ap this up by lOOKing at correlation and reQression 
f~om a different vantage point. If one has no othe~ information 
about a va~iable Y, one can best predict an individual score on Y 
by using the va~iableofs mean. If, however, one Knows that Y is 
correlated with variable X, one can maKe a bette~ prediction of 
the individual"'s Y by using info~mation about the co~~esponding X 
score. Regression gives us a line rep~esenting the best 
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prediction of Y from X; co~relation gives us the amount of 
scatter (variance) around that line, or the average amount of 
error in prediction. Squaring the correlation coefficient gives 
the amount of variance in Y accounted for by the use of the 
regression equation in predicting Y from X. Subtracting this 
square from 1.0 gives the amount of variance still unaccounted 
for; the "standard error of estimate", The main point is that 
the higher the correlation between X and Y, the greater the 
amount of variance in Y accounted for when using the regression 
line, and the lower the standard error. When correlation is 
perfect, using the regesssion line leads to no error. When 
correlation is zero, one gains no more advantage in predicting Y 
scores from X than by using the mean of Y for prediction. 

The regression model can be extended in two important ways. 
First, an equation can be deduced predicting Y from more than one 
predictor (e.g., mean hits allowed per inning along with SO/88), 
permitting us to cut down on the error variance while at the same 
time uncovering the ~2la±i~e impact of each predictor on Y. 
Second, nonlinear relationships, such as that imagined between 
fielder~s chances and errors, can be examined. These issues will 
be among those described in later papers in this series. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 - The square root of a sample's variance, the "standard 
deviation" (SO), is a second measure of dispersion. It is used 
because its values are measured in the same units as the variable 
whose dispersion it measures, while the variance is measured in 
squared units. As squared units are often difficult to interpret, 
the standard deviation is usually a preferable measure. Further, 
the sizes of both variance and SO are functions of both the 
sample dispersion and the size of the unit of measure. Oue to 
this fact, the SOs of two measures with "scales" of different 
size can not be compared without transforming one measure into 
the same scale as the other. This is true of most statistics, 
including means. Thus, batting average and slugging percentage 
(both percentages) are comparable, but batting average and number 
of hits (a natural number) are not. 

2 - The sample chopsen is not representative; extreme cases were 
chosen to inflate the correlation for expository purposes. Using 
the entire population of N. L. pitchers who pitched 162 or more 
inning~ in 1982, the coefficient was actually -.49. 

3 - The actual figure for 1982 N. L. pitchers (162+ innings) was 
.- .44. 

4 - The actual means were 3.58 (ERA) and 2.08 (SO/BB); thus' 
Rogers' ERA is predicted as 3.29, Carlton's as 3.03. 
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MINOR LEAGUE EFFECTS ON MAJOR 

LEAGUE PITCHING PERFO~~NCES 
Terry Bohn 

I set out to determine whether or not a major league 
starting pitcher's success, or lack of it, was influenced 
by his minor league career. I surveyed 101 major league 
pitchers, active through the 1981 season, who had at least \ 
100 starts. I then recorded for each bis minor league 
statistics in Triple A, below Triple A and for all of the 
minor leagues. I looked at two factors. First is the len
gth of time spent in tbe minors as determined by innings 
pitched and number of decisions. The second factor is suc
cess in each level of the minors as determined by earned 
run average and winning percentage. 

The method I used to determine the effect of the minors 
on major league success was to select three subgroups froo 
this list of 101 pitcners. The first is a group of nine 
"super" pitchers who had a career winning percent of .575 
or better and an ERA of 3.50 or under. This list is com
prised of: Gura, Candelaria, Carlton, Guidry, John, McGreg
or, Palme'r, Richard and Seaver. The second group is a list 
of the eight IlpoorlT pitchers. Their criteria was a career 
major league winning % of unde-r .450 and an ERA of over 4.00. 
These pitchers were: Abbott, Banister, Clancy, Espinosa, 
Falcone, Honeycutt, Jefferson and Kravec. The third group 
is the 84 "average" pitchers not included in the other two 
groups. I compiled the minor league stats for these groups 
and compared them with each other. 

When the nine "superll pitchers were compared to the 
other two groups in the survey, some interesting conclu
sions arose. One factor was these nine pitchers consis
tency, as a group, in ERA and winning %, throughout their 
minor league careers. The second factor was the number of 
innings pitched in both Triple A and the other minor leagues. 
These super nine had more innings in Triple A and fewer in 
the lower minors than the other pitchers in both categories. 
They pitched an average of 250 Triple A innings and just 
196 in the lower minors. The average pitchers were almost 
reversed in that they averaged 198 Triple A innings and 
Lo1 in the others. The differences were larger with the 
p00r pitchers with only 137 Triple A innings and a total 
0: 343 in the others. 

When the eight poor pitchers were compared to the av
erage pitchers in the survey, some otber differences came 
up. First, these pitchers pitched more innings and had a 
poorer ERA in the lower minorsthan the other pitchers. They 
averaged 343 innings and a 3.53 ERA as compared to 261 in
nings and a 3.01 BRA for the average hurlers. They also 
didn't have as good a won-lost recoed in the lower minors 
as did the other pitcbers. These eight had an average 
record of 20-22 while tbe rest of the pitchers were 18-13. 
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\'lhen the minor league statistics for the best and 
worst pi tchers were compared to each other, two large 
differences arose. The poor pitchers had many more in
nings pitched and decisions in tje lower minors. They 
labored for an avcrage of 34·3 innings as compared to just 
196 for the super pitchers. 'The poor pitchers averaged 
42 decisions (20-22) while the super pitchers had only 23 
decisions (13-10) in the lower minors. One would think that 
if you give a pitcher an average of 343 innings in the 
lower minors and he compiles a mediocre 3.53 ERA, and an 
average of 42 decision of which he couldn't win half of 
them, you could predict he is not going to be a big win
ner in the majors. 

I feel three concluoions can be drawn from this survey: 
1- The number of innings pitched in various levels of the 

minor leagues affects major league pitchinB success. 
2- The number of pitching deciSions in various levels of 
the minor leagues affects major league pitcbine; success. 
3- Pitching conSistency throughout their minor league 

careers~breeds success in the majors. 
Ifm not sure of the significance of this surveYt but 1 think 
it can serve as a guideline for fans to predict how their 
favorite minor lea~e pitchers will fare in the majors baaed 
on thier minor league pitching statistics. 

SUBGROUP #'1 NINl~ II S UPE HII PITCHEP3 ( Avg. per pitcher in -pare,nthesis) 

Below AAA 
Triple A 
Total Hinors 

SUBOHOUP 1/2 

Belo\l/ AAJ ... 
Triple A 
Total :<linors 

8 UlBG: F .. OUP h"3 

11elo,,'/ AA1\ 
Triple A 
r.eotal l':Jinors 

IP CAY) ER CAY) J~HA VI (AV) -
1761- 196 644 71 3.28 119 13 
2251 250 818 91 3.27 151 17 
4018 446 1462 162 3.27 270 30 

EIGHT tll.JOO Rtl PITCHBRS (Avg. per pitcher 

11' (AV) ~n CAY) 1-: Iu\. • J v, (AV) 

2742 343 1075 134 3.53 162 20 
1098 137 410 51 3.36 75 9 
3840 480 1485 H35 3.48 237 29 

84 II AV ~HAG~1I PITUH~H!3 (Avg. per pitcher 
II' CAV) m'. (AV) :g}{I\ \./ (~) - -

2194? 261 7347 87 3.01 15(;0 18 
16660 198 6 r(11 80 3.63 1134 13 
38605 459 14058 167 3.28 2634 31 

1; (AV) \;)~ 

91 10 .567 
118 13 .. 56'1 
209 23 0::'64 

in parenthes is) 
L CAY) u;;.-· 

It /;'1 

179 22 .. 4 'IS 
48 6 ..61(, 

227 28 .5'\ i 

in parenthesil;; ) 
1J (!:!) V''';~ ..:.:.... 

1072 13 .583 
838 10 .. 575 

1910 23 .580 
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CHUCK WASELESKI ON THE IMPORTANCE OF 
GETTING THE LEADOFF BATTER ON BASE 

Pitching coaches and baseball announcers (not neccesarily in that order) 
enjoy expounding on the importance of keeping the leadoff batter off the base 
paths. But just what is the relationship between the success of the first 
batter in an inning to his team's offensive production? 

The table below contains a breakdown of each half-inning of all 162 Boston 
Red Sox games in 1983 according to whether or not the leadoff batter reached 
base. The Red Sox were chosen for this analysis because t even if their hitting t 

baserunning, and pitching are not typical, their 1983 season was certainly 
average. More importantly, it is difficult to gather data on 2900 Padre half
innings from here in Massachusetts. 

The breakdown indicates that, when the leadoff batter reaches base safely, 
his team will score in the inning 50 percent of the time, or on average, every 
other inning. If he fails to reach base, his team can be expected to score 
16.8 percent of the time, or about once every six innings. If runs are scored 
in an inning, 'the average scoring is 1.91 runs if the leadoff batter has 
reached base and 1.67 runs if he has not. 

Another way of looking at the data indicates that the 35 percent of the 
time that the leadoff batter reaches safely (1015 times in 2899 innings) 
accounts for about 65 percent of all runs scored. And, of course, the 65 
percent of the time that the leadoff batter is retired will account for about 
35 percent of all runs. 

It appears reasonable to assume that a successful leadoff batter is as 
good as a run. The average inning when the leadoff batter reaches base is 
0.96 runs (970 runs in 1015 innings). Even when the 85 innings with leadoff 
home runs are discounted, the average inning only drops to 0.90 runs (836 runs 
in 930 innings). The average inning when the leadoff batter is retired is 
only 0.28 runs (527 runs in 1884 innings). 

When ,he leadoff batter reaches safely: 

Run- Runs 
Total Runs Scored Total Scoring ·Pct. of per 

1983 Inns. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Runs Rate' All Runs Inning 
~Sox 501 262 113 69 29 19 6 2 0 1 464 47.7% 64.1% 0.93 
Opponents 514 245 139 74 23 22 7 1 3 0 :506 52.3% 65.5% 0.98 

TOTAL 1015 507 252 143 52 41 13 3 3 1 970 50.0% 64.8% 0.96 

When the leadoff batter is retired: 

Run- Runs 
Total Runs Scored Total Scoring Pet. of per 

1983 Inns. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Runs Rate All Runs Inning 
Red Sox 950 793 93 41 13 6 3 0 1 0 260 16.5% 35.9% 0.27 
Opponents 934 775 91 44 15 5 3 0 0 1 267 17.0% 34.5% 0.29 

TOTAL 1884 1568 184 85 28 1'1 6 0 1 1 527 16.8% 35.2% 0.28 
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Based on this information and on the table below, for example, Jerry Remy 
(batting average .275, slugging percentage .319, on-base percantage .320), the 
customary leadoff batter in the Red Sox order, would result in 76 first-inning 
runs (and 41 run-scoring first innings) in 162 games. MOving Wade Boggs into 
the first position in the batting order (with his .361 batting average, .486 
slugging percentage, and .444 on-base percentage) would result in 91 first- .... " 
inning runs and 49 run-scoring first innings in 162 games. Of course, this. 
comparison avoids the question of where to place Remyinthe batting order if 
it is preferable to hit Boggs leadoff. (As a Red Sox fan, may I'suggest that 
Remy bat in some other team's lineup?) 

Run production can be approximated based on how often the leadoff batter 
reaches base as follows: 

Leadoff batter reaches safely AEEroximate runs 
0 times in 9 innings 2.52 runs 
1 time 3.20 
2 times 3.88 
3 times 4.56 
4 times 5.24 
5 times 5.92 
6 times 6.60 
7 times 7.28 
8 times 7.96 
9 times 8.64 

So, if the numbers, and moreover, common sense, show that the success of 
the first batter in an inning has a significant effect on run production, how 
important is it to get a leadoff runner on first base over to second? Speci
fically, is it important enough to attempt to steal? 

Breakdown according to base reached: 
Run-

Total Runs Scored Total Scoring 
Inns. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Runs Rate 

First base 768 445 135 112 33 29 9 2 2 1 653 42.1% 
Seconn base 149 58 47 23 12 6 3 0 0 0 168 61.1% 
Third base 13 4 6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 15 69.2% 
Home r 1ln 85 0 64 7 6 5 1 1 1 0 134 100.0% 

no-out steal of 2nd 38 14 16 8 0 0 0 a 0 a 32 63.2% 
one-out steal 20 13 1 6 0 0 a 0 0 0 9 35.0% 

Successful attempt 58 27 17 14 0 a 0 a 0 0 41 53.4% 
Unsuccessful 25 22 2 0 a 1 a 0 0 0 6 12.0% 

Attempted steal 83 49 19 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 47 41.0% 
No attempt 685 396 116 98 33 28 9 2 2 1 602 42.2% 

Runs 
per 

Inning 
0.85 
1.13 
1.15 
1.58 

0.84 
0.45 

0.71 
0.24 

0.57 
0.88 
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~ ';; .,,::t'rBut a"·t!atight~St·ealing reduc~s.;:the,run-$coring rate·'to 12.0 percent;· even lower 

.• .:- ~.;. . -.u-:than_1iWbenfthe"'leaabff '.'batter 'was retired • 

. ~·::._Overcill, itappea:1:'s{'that s on average, 'aftempting to steal second does 
-. '~·;:f':'Friot'.:~ffect~th~ ,frequency 'of' fun production. The run-scoring rate for innings 

, :r:. :. - -Y:[wheii~the.:;leadoff batt~r attempts to steal second is virtually the same as 
~: .;;;::t~. .. ,ii"5-when,·he.'does:not .•. -<~ln~'·~~ct, innings with steal attempts result in a slightly 
. . .~';:"',,:--: .. _~ ·,::-~·"Jlowet~~:~n~scoring ';tate:-(4i. 0 percent 'versus 42.2) V even with 58 successful 
.--~,d._;:'.:l.~-·.::,t -~tea1.s~-iri 8~::at·tempts- (69.9 '·percent). 

-~ v_. ::: :·56 (it· aPt>ears tfiat;:oas a general-:strategy ;';as :·opposed to a situational 
, s~.;;'ti.~;:\~~~:· . st-rategYSto.;be:-·tised-w!:len a single'tun"is· impor-tant :enough to risk' the conse

~: '-.: ·:,; .. ~·:··,~uenees~a .. leadoff~:runRer on first :base:is~at 'least'as valuable as a leadoff 
. ':."J,: -, .• "' .. tunner·attempting··to ·get!·to se6ond,;base':'of ,his own accord. But, from the 

·~:·:';;;::-5;i,"·,§:c·:.- perspeative.;;of scoring multiple_·r.unp~-'it, Seems to.:-be prefereable for the 
'":;- - ;;;:·(':runnet·;t& ¥let '$ome.one~else ':'move him:-around.· . When the"leadoff batter reaches 
, ...... -':-::'~~;firs~'and:'does-not· atf:ei4pt:: to':-steal, 2 or:''II1ore runs resulted 2S.3 percent of 

;;. -: -;'.d .. ;: ~:~~the -time'(l73,times in: 685~'innings) J rSteal"attempts reduce this frequency to 
' .• ,~ i:i;:. ~ ~. -' ::U3 .l·perc·ent -,.{Is ,-f-i:me.s::in -83 innings). Li()nly once in those 83 innings did, more 

.' .. ,...... . ,.:'" Jitliaif~ctw;6 :t~s' scoref:and:·that wasaftett!'an' iunsuccessful attempt. 

;-::!';:ii.: ~<IiCs.WiI1'iiary:t a '~le.adotf ·;·rurtrier~oii"' first base ~il1 score and will ignite 
.. :. ,,":'. ---~:-1iI.ultiple,,:,run ·inn:fngs-_ofteti. . ,enough to make a steal attempt too big a gamble in 

". ;.:! i~<:: .:' :t,he- ma.f.crfltY·. of circUmstances. In a late-inning situation where a single run 
.:;~::. "'_ ·:·can·make a_:-S:.i;gnificant- differences the advantage of a stolen base may be worth 

~~: .;; : the :risk.:'::(H(jw~ver~ the stolen base should be returned to its proper place-
~.~ .. ':, ,-,', ;·,.-~;i--... ::as .. as~l5iiat,ional-.st·rategy;{ where the:·element of surprise (shock, in the case 

.'. -.' "; ~~~ot:·,the:·Red 50x};'eaa ·increase the chances of success and contribute to a single, 
_ }:~.'''_- :-.'-. '=.',~:·'-meah1ngful run • 

. w.,..~A'fM'I~ "~:...... ft· ,.~"'f"·7f?f~ . ...: .... 7r -",. is .... rm·· ... ·,;·S ~ ... ,. ............ ". - ." ~ "'co' '''85"1' 

-, ;'-; .; .... -.: -.. ~.(::F~EST F.rELDING-:~:'JR:Q/BASEMEN· ;:(fO'ntinued 

:~::.'> .,' 'BIOoks··-Robfrison::·iS"··fated '·as the best fielding third baseman but 

C'. .',:'L'"t:01>si;-only--.the Nis·play Inde·x,,·, :Nc presently a,ctive third oasernan is among 
.. i.~·;k.>;th:e :zle·ader~:r.:.on -·the' ·t-lf.:splay 'Inuex, a ~resul tthat is consistent with ·"the 

.~ ii'flat.q, :tri;-;Jtable· e1'. The' 6v:~rall'::-¢ccurrence ·of=. :err6rshas drop"Qed sharply 

.- ,. 

............ 

'.' -:~.&-\:~"i.e.:r-·tthe .. y;e.ars~."· The highet"':-pr:O'Po::tti~n~"of e':rtr9.Jis at third base, there;t;ore, 

- ":J :~be-c.'-6rne~" .. an "_-inte.:,rest:kng.:q-uestion .. 
". '::'11:: ~,~ •. '. Who::::is the ·g·reatest .fie'lding third::baseman since 1925? At second 

'';;' • t·. :.' 6_as.:e.: on.e ,;names t ood 6u t ~and.·4the:· ~sw e I' was' 0 bv i' ous .. At th i I'd base .th e 
~.:-: :-.':·;:i'r·e..sult-:is:·,::less :clear • .- Ny vote. -g-oes for Brooks 'Robinson, as I have stated,

.,·rout:<the··'data here:leaves . room for'reasonable doubt.' . On ~'li th the deba'te! 
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